Abstract

Library is a resource centre in which information communication is applicable to the users on their demand. College libraries are not a collection of books but a media of information communication through online access to e-resources particularly e-journals. Producers of information are making more and more information available electronically and directly to the consumers in a most effective manner. Consumers plug into the network to gain direct access to information in a variety of formats, e-journal consortia is an effective source of information or cooperative basis in more cost effective manner.

Libraries have formed or joined consortia to share the resources and by enhancing and increasing resources. Consortia in India are still in their infancy stage. In reality the idea of consortia is still for fetched as many university libraries have yet to experience the power of information technology.

This study entitled “An evaluation study of E-journals consortia and user’s Services in technical college libraries of Western Uttar Pradesh has eight chapters. Chapter 1 is introduction deals with historical development, objectives, scope, research methodology and hypothesis Chapter 2 is Review of literature in which more they 32 reviews have been made to high light the problems. Chapter 3 is e-resources discussing various forms of e-resources and their accountability in information service. Chapter 4 is e-journals, their types and technical institute libraries including Indian scene. Chapter 6 deals with users services with consortia discussing various cooperative efforts. Chapter 7 is Data analysis and interpretations present rip the data through tables and diagrams and highlighted various problems relative to the topic. In the last there is Bibliography and questionnaire put under appendices.